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How the nervous system extracts a coherent view of our complex and dynamic world is unknown.
Current
understanding
of the neural circuitry involved in visual object recognition
is based in large part on
physiological
recordings
made from passive animals looking at static images.
Real world vision differs
dramatically
from these conditions,
as both the observer and objects in the world are dynamic.
Further, active
vision is purposeful;
an observer's
percepts can guide actions that may in turn alter the visual environment.
The objective of the experiments
described in this proposal is to begin to investigate
the neural basis of active
vision in the primate by recording
from single neurons in extrastriate
visual areas of the temporal lobe while
monkeys
observe, monitor, and interact with complex visual forms over temporally
extended periods. The first
specific aim will explore how knowing when something
will occur prepares
the perceptual
system to
determine
what has oceured.
The second aim will test the hypothesis
that neural activity in IT is maintained
not only by the visible presence of the object, but also when that object disappears
momentarily
from view but
in a context consistent
with its continued physical presence.
The final aim considers
whether either overt
action directed toward an object, or planned action for an upcoming
event, directly affect the responses of IT
neurons to visual stimuli.
Existing neurophysiological
theories of object processing
propose that cells in the
temporal cortex are essential for matching acquired visual snapshots to stored representations,
but they leave
open the question of how these brain areas contribute
to continuous
visual experience.
By recording
from cells
whose putative role is to convey information
about the detailed world, it is expected that these experiments
can
provide essential empirical data directly addressing
this issue, and in doing so, will force the consideration
of
theories of dynamic neural processing
as opposed to traditional
"snapshot"
models of visual perception.
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Personnel
Sheinberg
The PI of this grant will be in charge
as described
in the timetable,
behavioral
and physiological
proposed

project

summer

support

of planning,

and ensuring

that each phase

of the project,

is completed.
This will include the training of a graduate student in both
methods, and general oversight of the post does and research technician.
The

will take approximately
and -----

organizing,

-----

of the academic

of the PI's time, and we are therefore

requesting

2 months

year.

Postdocs
---

-----------

will be directly

responsible

for conducting

the neural

recordings

on a daily basis

for the first

1.5-2 years of the project.
His PhD training with --- ------- -- ------ recording
from the temporal cortex of
monkeys make him imminently
qualified for this task. In the middle of the second year, we will advertise for
a replacement
post-doctoral
fellow who will take over the final stages of the five year project.
--- ------------trained as a bat electrophysiologist
under --- ------- -----------will be involved
design,

recording,

and analysis

of the experiments

experiments).
Together with the PI, the post-doctoral
the projects
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familiar with the control programs and visual stimulation
system, and has been designing
and running pilot
experiments
for the experiments
in Aim 3 (tracking and action).
------ will work in conjunction
with the
postdoctoral

fellows

throughout

Research
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---- -----

--------
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project

the research

the project.
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with the PI for 2+ years

and maintenance
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will oversee

the health

and will aid in initial

of recording

and organizing

chambers.

training

and behavioral
of new animals,

She will also be in charge

lab and surgical

related

well-being
surgical

of lab orders

of the monkeys.
preparation,
related

and

to the

supplies.
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RESOURCES
FACILITIES:
Specify the facilities to be used for the conduct of the proposed research. Indicate the performance sites and describe capacities,
pertinent capabilities, relative proximity, and extent of availability to the project. Under "Other," identify support services such as machine shop,
electronics shop, and specify the extent to which they will be available to the project. Use continuation pages if necessary.

Laboratory:
In addition to the --------- ------------ -- --- --------- --------- --- -- ---- -- - ------- -- ---- ------ --------------- ---------------- ----- ---------- -- ---------- --- ----- - ------- - ------ --- --------- -------- -------------------- - ------ ------ ----- - ------ --- ----------- ---------------- ------------------------ ------- --- ------ --- ---- ----- ------ -------- ------Animal:
The -------- --------- ----- --------- is AAALAC approved
outside independent agencies. The head veterinarian, ------- --------and assists, with the aid of his stuff, in all surgical procedures.

and monitored by the University
------- has extensive experience

IACUC and
with primates,

Computer:
Each recording setup is equipped with computers for visual stimulation, experimental control,
and data acquisition.
These computers run Windows 2000 and QNX. In the analysis lab we have 5 PCs for
stimulus creation and data analysis, each running Windows 2000/XP.
In addition there are two main file servers
running FreeBSD 4.8 providing web, mail, and shared file services. These are all available for use in this project.
The psychophysics
setup has its own graphics stimulator, QNX control computer, and console running Windows
2000 in order to mimic the primate testing rooms. A large format color printer, network laser printer, and office
laser printer are available.
Software for the project is already available, including in-house stimulus presentation and data acquisition
software, site-licensed Matlab and graphics programs, as well as 3D modeling software.
Office:
Dr. Sheinberg has a faculty office ----------- --- ---- --- ------- Graduate students have desks in a shared
grad student office --------- ------- ----- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----------- ----- ------ -- --- ---- --- ------- The
research technician uses ---- -- --- -------- -------- -- --- --------- -------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------paperwork, and has a PC -- --- ---- --- ------ -- ----Other:
Brown has a large machine shop available for design and construction of custom titanium implants and
head holders, as well as collars, chairs, and other items used in the laboratory.
The shop has standard machining
equipment in addition to a computer controlled 3-axis CNC machine used to mill custom implants. Three full-time
machinists work in the shop.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT:
List the most important equipment items already available for this project, noting the location
and pertinent capabilities of each.
All major equipment necessary for starting this project is available. In each behavioral testing rooms we have frames for
holding the primate chairs made from a combination of 80/20 aluminum extrusion and plastic materials.
Buttons are
mounted on panels reachable by the monkeys through opening in the front of their their primate chairs. One setup is
equipped for single unit recording with a BAK A-1 headstage and amplifier, Grass audiomonitor,
United Electronics
Industries A/Ds, oscilloscope.
In addition both setups have a 16 channel grass amplifier for recording local field potentials
and EEG signals, and single unit signals. The second setup is equipped with 5-channel mini matrix micromanipulator
(Uwe
Thomas) and encapsulated headstage, along with associated 5 channel filter/amplifiers
for splitting the signal for acquisition
of both low frequency LFP data (250Hz and below) and normal unit data (filters selectable).
Each setup has Robinson-style
search coil systems mounted within the animal frames (4ft diameter) the bottom coil of which can be lowered after the
monkey is in place. Infrared eye tracking is also in place in both setups (ISCAN). Data are streamed continuously during
behavioral and physiological
session to binary files on computers located adjacent to the testing rooms.
Two pieces of equipment are requested in this proposal.
One is a second hydraulic microdrive (Kopf 650) so that single
unit recordings on both rigs can be conducted simultaneously.
The second item is a high speed (500Hz) video based eye
tracker (EyelinklI).
As this technology has improved substantially in the last decade, we believe it reasonable to more
seriously consider using non-invasive
eye tracking exclusively.
We believe that the non-invasive
technique may prove
effective, given the animals' heads must be fixed for the physiological
recordings, and feel it makes sense to avoid an
invasive procedure if viable alternatives exist.
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an object

is "botmded,

In this sense,

the object

is more

1988; Pylyshyn,
objects,

indicate

files

individuating
(1990)

that they continue

in birds and mammals

representation,
that object
coherent,

investigators

three

1989,

1994; Pylyshyn,
as demonstratives

2001)

has articulated

such as the words

made

et al., 2001;

dimensional

than just a set of identifying

that can serve

have

(Tremoulet

physical

features.

a distinction
Wilcox,

object

Pylyshyn

the dual existence
"this"

or "that",

between

2001).
that moves

(Pylyshyn

In Spelke's
as a whole".
and Storm,

of both preconceptual

and full blown

conceptual

representations,
such as "cat" or "boat".
In a similar vein, and most important
for understanding
the
motivation
behind the experiments
in this proposal,
Kahneman,
Treisman,
and colleagues
(Kahneman
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)
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Treisman,

1984; Kahneman

et al., 1992)

introduced

the notion

of"object

David, L

files",

which

form

a temporary

repository
for associating
bundles of features or concepts with already individuated
objects.
Critically,
these abstract files are not bound to a particular
location or set of properties.
For example,
a single object
file would

be "opened"

upon

updated

over time to reflect

Related

propositions

investigators

Internal
Most

Wolfe

buffer

studies

change

its likeness

and Jonides,

1997;

visual

object

such as scenes,

identification,

object representations.
At one extreme, some
which

acquired

details

spatial

a scene

relations,

static,

have

sidestepped
stimuli

have necessarily

(Kahneman

have been

made

1993; Hillstrom

world

Trehub,

the issue

during

and Yantis,

Studies

conclusions

that the visual

system

about

maintains

can be stored in order to create

1991).

By successively

can be constructed

1996; Henderson,
and Levin,
directly

1997)

1998;

probed

integration"

(Bridgeman

and "change

O' Regan

detection"

support

that is maintained

Simons

by the visual

into

representation

of

and Zola,

cognitive
may

1979;

and Levin,

Irwin,

1997;

Rensink,

over time.

their

has been difficult

in the world

et al., 2000;

system

buffer

for subsequent

Simons

nature of

and tracking

for this sort of buffer

et al., 1997;

and

a integrative

objects,

et al., 1975; McConkie

et al., 2000;

selection

the dynamic

an internal

foveating

and used as a source

(Rensink

et al., 1999; Rensink

the level of detail

1994; Watson

representations

issues of both object

tentative

as such an idea might be, direct

on "transsaccadic

other

using more natural

to find, leading numerous researchers to accept an alternative view - that objects
themselves
serve as an "external
memory"
(Stroud,
1955; O'Regan,
1992).
Studies

et al., 1992).

by numerous

of how object

testing.

addressed

important

have suggested

description

As appealing

Superman

objects

memory?

so, have reached

1985;

or even

1992; Ballard,

isolated

from the visual

(Feldman,

a plane,

be dynamically

1997).

recognition

theorists

the environment
operations.

visual

however,

and in doing

high in the sky, and would

ofpreconceptual

1990; Yantis,

or external

in visual

flying

to a bird,

and Bennett,

over time, by employing

conditions,

something

for the establishment

(Yantis

and Humphreys,

noticing

Simons

2002)

In these

1991,

have

studies,

subjects view a scene or written text that is experimentally
altered during inspection
of the display.
Under
conditions
in which the transient onset of the change cannot itself be detected (such as during a saccade),
the observer

may be unaware

that any change

to the stimulus

has occurred

- an effect

referred

to as

"change blindness".
Attempts
to explain why, despite our impression
of seeing a rich visual environment,
we may have such a limited capacity
for noticing significant
visual changes have appealed
to theories
similar

in flavor

example,
properties
objects

to Kahneman

only a single
of objects

released),

environment.

"virtual

is active at any one time.

of immediate

dynamically

interest

yielding
model

how physiological

consider

existing

Physiological
The proposed

of visual

experiments

for visual

dichotomy

1982) has provided

the occipito-parietal

object

between

on-demand

of complete

(2000)

of previously

of dynamic

details

though,

such models.
visual

for

selected

is not directly

in this proposal,

reject, and refine

theory",

elementary

to all of the available

this kind of theory

to the question

"coherence

In this model,

(and those

access

processing,

may help support,

in the

concerned
is to

First,

we

object representations.

representations
two cortical

a framework
"dorsal

In Rensink's

The aim of the experiments

neural data and their relevance

basis

files".

are grabbed

the illusion

of its neural implementation.

consider

view,

"object

representation"

As a psychological

by questions

Mishkin,

and Treisman's

stream"

visual

streams

for understanding
is assigned

in the primate

the organization

a role in tracking

objects

brain

(Ungerleider

of the visual
in a spatial

and

system.

In this

coordinate

system or in directing
spatial-based
actions (Goodale
and Milner, 1992).
In parallel, the occipito-temporal
''ventral
stream" is thought to be involved in the perception
and identification
of visual objects.
Although
the ventral
processes
tracking,

pathway

has traditionally

involved in object
and the redirection

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

been

called

the "object

individuation
and selection,
of visual gaze, may depend

pathway",

including
on signals
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originating
in the occipito-parietal
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pathway
neurons

(Mountcastle
et al., 1975). Newsome
in areas MT and MST in the macaque,

these cells.

In particular,

a reduction

in activity,

more

directly

related

while

with the animals'

to the perceptual

oculomotor

MT neurons

cells in MST

behavior

and Wurtz (1988),
and the extraretinal
clearly

signaled

were unaffected

continued

experience

pursuit

Using

for example,
described
pursuit related
inputs that influence
the behavior
of

the brief

by the blink,
of the missing

of permanence

is not known.

Sheinber,q, David, L

Director (Last, first, middle):

or were

a similar

spot.

more

paradigm,

disappearance

and their

Whether

involved

Assad

of a pursued

activity

instead

these

cells were
(1995)

of

found

that even

longer periods of target occlusion
led to enhanced
activity of motion sensitive
posterior
when the motion could be inferred.
Under the dynamic conditions
of real world tasks,

parietal neurons
activity throughout

the dorsal

and tracking

stream

objects.
presence

undoubtedly

plays

a major

role in coordinating

the ongoing

there

are a few reports

Sereno and Maunsell,
the ventral pathway,

of visual

feature

selectivity

in parietal

1998; Murata et al., 2000), a preponderance
and the inferotemporal
cortex in particular,

TE anteriorly

regions

and TEO posteriorly

in the lower

area STP),

as well as perirhinal

of visually

responsive

suggested

cortex

neurons

activation

that the activity

and Gross

(1981).

et al., 1995; Vogels,
with configurally

and Rolls,

(sometimes

of these

More

interaction
Numerous

sulcus

1969).

cells depended

points to a central role of
information
related to object

In some

studies,

the upper

to as anterior-ventral

cortex

et al., 1998;

cortex is roughly coextensive
with
which was later subdivided
into the

(and sometimes

referred

(Sakata

in monkeys

IT).

(Gross

on configural

IT is used
bank,

The initial

et al., 1969;

properties

to refer

to

polysensory

of visual

findings

Gross

et al.,

stimuli.

Slowly

to complex objects started to appear.
By far the most commonly
reported
cells" first described
by Perrett, Rolls, and Caan (1982) and Bruce,

of IT cells are not limited

Logothetis
(Booth

and Mishkin,

temporal

in the inferotemporal

more reports of cells responsive
cells of this type were the "face
Desimone,

(Iwai

bank of the superior

neurons

of evidence
in conveying

specific properties.
The region generally
referred to as inferotemporal
Brodmann
areas 20 and 21, or area TE ofvon Bonin & Bailey (1947),

1972)

of

The experiments
in this proposal will examine whether signals relating to an object's
continued
may, in turn, coordinate
or modulate
the activity ofceUs related to an object's
properties.

Although

areas

selection

by

causally

in the programming

and Maunsell

target

correlated

recent

studies

to biological

1999; Sheinberg

complex

have

shown

objects

that effective

(Miyashita,

and Logothetis,

real world

objects

2001),

may drive

stimuli

1988;

for selective

Miyashita

and there

selectivity

et al., 1993;

is evidence

that mere

of cells in this population

1998).

investigators

have

examined

the tuning

properties

of inferotemporal

neurons

by

systematically
varying basic image attributes
of the test stimuli
(Schwartz
et al., 1983; Rolls and Baylis,
1986; Hietanen
et al., 1992; Tovee et al., 1994; Ito et al., 1995; Perrett et al., 1998; Janssen et al., 2000a;
Rollenhagen

and Olson,

generalization
invariances
further

behavior
observed

evidence

2000).

Together

these

of inferotemporal
during

for these

recognition

cells'

studies

neurons
testing.

involvement

demonstrate

mirror,

rather

convincingly

and may well underlie,

The time course

in recognition

of inferotemporal

behavior,

that the

psychological
cell responses

as latencies

follow

provide

stimulus

onset

by

between
100ms and 170ms (Baylis et al., 1987) and a large proportion
(over 80%) of the information
a
cell transmits
about stimulus identity can be extracted
from short epochs (approximately
50ms) at the
beginning
of the spike train (Tovee et al., 1993). The sum of these times (approximately
below the reaction times of either humans or monkeys
in visual recognition
experiments.
that these data were

all collected

present

field,

in the visual

circumstances,

What

else drives

Despite
influence
Gross

which

conditions

and thus leave

typically

include

where

only a transiently

open the question

multiple

visual

flashed,

of how such cells

objects

and which

isolated

respond

are extended

stimulus

to more

was

natural

in time.

IT cells?

substantial

evidence

their visual

responses.

and colleagues
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under

200ms) is well
Note, though,

(1979)

that IT cells are "visual",
In one of the earliest

remarked,

"A puzzling

it remains
studies

property
Page
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of IT cell responses
of Type

1 neurons

how other factors
in the awake
was that when

monkey,
visual
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environment,
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unit activity
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They

variables

could

concluded

Sheinber.q,
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and it simply

looked

to be correlated

their report

gate, potentiate

around

its rich but constant

with the stimuli

by writing:

"The

and alter the visual

David, L

falling

second

responses

visual

on the retina..."

finding

of inferior

(Gross

was that behavioral

and

temporal

(p.

neurons"

227). Since that report, studies that have looked for modulation
of the initial response
of IT cells have met
mixed results, with some studies reporting significant
enhancement
as a function of relevance
(Richmond
and Sato, 1987; Spitzer and Richmond,
1991)
related to an object's
relevance
than to effects
al., 1995).

One

stimulus

explanation

properties

early in a neuron's
effective maximum
effects

for the unclear

such as contrast
response
response

are still observed,

decays).
A striking
activity

feature

activity

throughout

is that attentional

(Reynolds

but they may only appear

stimulus

cortex

effects

et al., 2000).

are highly

dependent

In V4, for example,

et

on

modulation

may be overshadowed
by the initial transient activity that drives the cell to its
rate. In support of this idea is the f'mding that with high contrast stimuli,

at a greatly

visual

findings

and duration

of the time course

just following

sustained

and others suggesting
that observed
modulation
is less
due to habituation
(e.g., Baylis and Rolls, 1987; Vogels

onset

rate.

Snodderly

(as the initial

but often highly

et al., 1987), which

This pattern

et al., 2001;

response

IT cells is a transient,

(Richmond

reduced

(Muller

of many

later in the cell's

is generally

of activation,

which

et al., 2001;

Albrecht

transient

selective,

followed

burst

by a level

is observed

of
of

in cells

et al., 2002;

Gawne

and

Martin, 2002) has been thought to convey two types of information.
The transient activation
may signal
the onset of a new salient event, whereas the sustained
activity may provides
a short lived memory
trace(Miyashita

and Chang,

1988; Desimone,

1996; Naya

et al., 1996; Yakovlev

et al., 1998).

Whether
these cells serve a mnemonic
function has been tested using habituation
paradigms
(Baylis
Rolls, 1987; Rolls et al., 1989; Miller et al., 1991), in which modest decrements
in stimulus driven
activation

have

been

observed

ifa

stimulus

is presented

more

memory paradigms
(Gross et al., 1979; Fuster and Jervey,
Yakovlev
et al., 1998). In these short term memory tasks,

than one time in succession,

and

and in delayed

1982; Eskandar
et al., 1992; Miller et al., 1993;
sustained
activity of visual cells, even in the

absence
of the physical
stimulus, has been thought to reflect the mnemonic
"in mind" (Fuster and Jervey, 1982; Sakai and Miyashita,
1991; Miyashita

process of keeping a stimulus
et al., 1993), and has been

observed

and a subsequent

in the delay

presentation
though,

period

(Eskandar

is eliminated

al., 1993),

consistent

between

the presentation

et al., 1992; Miller
when

an intervening

with the finding

of a sample

stimulus

et al., 1993; Nakamura
non-match

stimulus

that a masking

stimulus

and Kubota,
appears

1995).

between

that immediately

test

This activity,

sample

and test (Miller

follows

an effective

et

test

stimulus will abruptly eliminate
sustained
activity (Rolls and Tovee, 1994). Recent experiments
have
further questioned
the relationship
between
sustained
activity and task-related
remembering
of a stimulus
because

this activity

the intertrial

interval

It is not surprising,
form sensitive
response

ventral

to moving

is found

not only between

(Yakovlev
given

the presumed

pathway,
stimuli

tracked

a subpopulation

(Gross

the same

of neurons

of the experimenter

division

between

et al., 1979; Mikami

object

moved

in the anterior

or another

and test, but also following
the motion

that only a few investigators

2001).
Gross et al. (1979) anecdotally
remarked
which the monkey looked at real objects through
the monkey

sample

complex

selected,

and pursued

these objects

et al., 1982; Oram

slowly

by hand.

behind

More

dorsal

pathway

inferotemporal
and Perrett,

through

recently,

most active

an occluder.

space.

population
of cells was tested, eye position was not tracked,
of the cells to the visual stimulus was reported.
PHS 39812590 (Rev. 05/01)

sensitive

examined

and the

activity

1996;

Baker

in
et al.,

that cells responding
in their ftxation condition
(during
a small hole in a panel) also responded
vigorously
when

STS that were
object

have

the stimulus behind a shutter effectively
cancelled
the persistent
because unlike most other studies of IT cortex, real world visual
noticed,

the test and throughout

et al., 1998).
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the sudden

described
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disappearance

of

response.
The latter study is noteworthy
objects were shown to alert animals that

Unfortunately,

in that study

and no information
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et al. (2001)

the gradual

about

only a limited
the initial

response
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At present,
persistent

our understanding

representations

probe the dynamic
humans

is preliminary,

properties

often employ

of the contribution

cortical

due in large part to the kinds

of these cells.

dynamic

that temporal

stimuli,

Whereas

with trials

studies

David, L

neurons

play in maintaining

of tasks that have been used to

of object tracking

lasting many seconds,

these

and scene processing
conditions

in

are not common

in physiological
studies of inferotemporal
cortex. However, we now know that moving stimuli may drive
these cells as well (or better) than static images and that there are at least some cells in the STS that
continue

to respond

springboard
recognition
involved
objects
question

even when an object

for exploring
of newly

noticed

in maintaining
become

the question
visual

an enduring

temporarily

of how inferotemporal

disappears

of whether

objects,
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we know

may participate

time, although
such data are critical for refining
action and perception
pathways.
By addressing
a significant
contribution
by adding
processes
information
in naturalistic

of properties

Furthermore,

neurons

Taken together,

cortical

as current data would

representation

invisible.

from view.
temporal

a dynamic
tasks.

neurons
imply,

or whether

of tracked

objects,

of no experiments

in the process

these

findings

are specialized

a

they are also
even

when such

that have

of interacting

provide

for the

addressed

with objects

the

over

our understanding
of the interplay
between the putative
these issues, we expect that the proposed
study will make
dimension

to our understanding
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Studies

In this section

we briefly

describe

the major

results

of previous

studies

(Sheinberg

and Logothetis,

1997,

2001) that provide
a foundation
for the experiments
described
in this proposal,
emphasizing
those issues
relevant to the design and implementation
of the current proposal.
We then present preliminary
data from
pilot

experiments

Physiological
We have

correlates
examined

alternations
disparate
between

demonstrating

the feasibility

of perceptual

awareness

the relationship

of perceptual

awareness

of novel

between

aspects

during

binocular

the activity

experienced

during

of the proposed
rivalry

of single
binocular

studies.

cells in temporal
rivalry.

When

cortex

and the

two sufficiently

images are presented
to the two eyes, they cannot be fused, and instead altemating
percepts
the two ensue.
This is purely a perceptual
phenomenon,
in that the physical stimuli presented

remain

constant.

rivalry

in order

correlates

In our IT experiments,
to determine

better

whether

with the physical

proposal was the technique
and to release
this proposal

we trained
activity

stimulus

two monkeys

of recorded

to report

visually

or the perceptual

their perceptual

selective

report.

neurons

Of particular

state during

in the temporal
relevance

lobes

to the present

of training the monkeys
to press and hold levers to report ongoing percepts
(Figure 1). We will use the same techniques
in each of the Aims of

to _

time.

An important
_
Lhe rivalry experiments,
as well as the experiments
in this proposal,
was that
we could isolate and characterize
the selectivity
of individual
cells and use this information
to constrain
the behavioral
for rivalry

task.

testing,

experiments

Were
without

would

only weakly

search

appropriate

stimuli

limited

first determining

have been

activated

automated,

we to have
far more

by random

through

for use during

Ineffective Mix

whether

difficult,

visual

a relatively

our experiments

stimuli.
large

critical

to a small

the cells were

because

many

effectively

of fixed

driven

cells in anterior

In our experience,

set of visual

number

images

by these

testing

Figure

1:

the

cortex

are

a fast,

in order

to subselect

testing.

Rivalry

Effective

single

Single

and
to

so

IT

Note

track,

the

what

he

combined
trials

20

lo

during

of

of the

was

trials

was

and

this
use

of

perceptual

monkey

pressing

Additionally,
:Le_

length
the

the

properties

during

that

by

illustrating

to study

neurons

the fact

lever,

trial

used

rivalry.
,oo ,'INtI_

5

stimuli,

to combine

initial

paradigm

0

patterns

inferotemporal

it is important
during

visual

able

holding

a

perceiving.

illustrates
complex,

physiology

the
extended

recordings.

Time (sec)

The second
invisibility
objects

Aim of the proposal

due to natural

enter and fade from

continued

presence

considers

occlusion.
awareness.

of the object.

how

However

of almost

perceptually

all visually

overridden
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are represented
related

during

selective

by an ineffective

even

during

to perceptual

rivalry,

nothing

in the visual

rivalry,

In fact, one of the most

conditions
is found during flash suppression,
stimulus inthe other. Relevant to the current
activity

objects

This is obviously

robust

forms

of invisibility

epochs
during

of temporary
which

visible

scene

indicates

during

rivalrous

the

where the percept in one eye is totally overridden
by a new
experiments
is the fact that under these conditions,
the

IT cells was quickly
stimulus

(Figure

squelched

when

an effective

stimulus

was

2, left panel).
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o_

Figure

2:

during

Flash

Ongoing
effective

:3

ff]
{4}
U.
=

Neural

activity

Whereas

during

the rivalry

experience,

search

of natural

experiments

the conditions

scenes.

Before

the distinction

experiments

response
had been
We were therefore

we began

conducted
particularly

between

are themselves

these

experiments,

battery
shows

stimulus

to the other

input

data

during

to our everyday

physiological

even though

recordings

to make

sense

of how individual

IT neurons

a familiar

and

target
)ver

target

respond

cell

to maintain
fixation.
neurons would respond

we tested

top

of the

the

cell.

graph,

items

Similarly,

only

a characteristic

Using

present

isolated

from the
cells using

a

The results

he seems

to notice

The

encountered
the

seconds

throughout

target,

and

not

lion

activi_
the

when

of the

on this

to complete,

continuous

neural

conditions.

superposition

mountain

by the

response,

the

complex

trace

trial,

monkey,s

shown

even

though

within

the

trial,

shown

did

not

elicit

any

he is merely

nearby,

does

before

across

activity

the

up

monkey

graph)

this

eye

blown

the

from

search

3

the
from

cell respond

burst.

the Poisson

Salcman,
occurred.

after

four

under

shows

(the

0ccasions(shown
manual

words,

of inferotemporal

they were physical

in that study

panel
position
in the

trials,

studies

of temporal
in complex,

of learned stimuli, and based on these data, generated
search conditions
to suit each cell. Figure
a trial from this experiment,
and demonstrates
how we combined
the behavioral
and physiological

in an attempt

with

eye.

and perceptual

compared

the monkeys
were required
of how stimulus selective

search,
here,

an
is

interrupted
by the
of
an
ineffective

the sensory

quite unusual

all systematic

under conditions
in which
interested
in the question

to objects
beginning
of the
As we have proposed

to

abruptly
addition

visual experience.
In a recent experiment,
we pursued the question of how the activity
cortical neurons relates to the normal perceptual
experience
of finding familiar objects
naturalistic

viewing.

response
stimulus

scenes

highlighted

in those

suppression

dichoptic

surprise

method

for finding

periods

1985), we sorted our trials by the magnitude
We did this for all trials, without knowing
clearly

even though

showed

that trials

containing

the same set of background

the cells only responded

intensely

when

of unusually

activity

(Leg6ndy

and

of identified
bursts, regardless
of when they
which target objects were contained
in each scene.

particular
scenes

intense

targets

had been

particular

target

were statistically
used to generate
objects

were

distinct
the stimuli.

noticed.

Note

from other
In other
that the search

experiment,
like most visual recognition
studies, focused on the activity elicited by neurons at the moment
a target pattern was recognized.
These data leave open the question
of the role these cells may play during
active

viewing

conditions_
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where

objects

that are recognized
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may remain

relevant

and in the field
Continuation

of view.
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Principal Investigator/Program

Contrast

sensitivity

In some
single

of visually

of the proposed

IT neurons.

stimulus

contrast

selective

L

IT neurons

experiments,

we will examine

In the last few years, numerous
and attentional

Sheinberc h David,

Director (Last, first, middle):

modulation

how behavioral

studies

(De Weerd

context

have explored

influences

the relationship

et al., 1999; Recanzone

the activity

of

between

and Wurtz, 2000;

Reynolds
et al., 2000; Martinez-Trujillo
and Treue, 2002).
One critical finding of these studies suggests
that modulation
of response reveals higher response gain for intermediate
contrast
stimuli compared
to
low or high contrast
possibly

uncover

applied

stimuli.

effects

to IT, where

very

have tested

visually

illustrated)

a Weibull

visual

neurons

few studies

selective

experiments,

have

modeled

This approach

examined

10%

the data well,
function

15%

stimuli.

the effect

contrast

(Figure

and provide

good

for cell-stimulus

in order

that this approach

(Rolls
4).

and Baylis,

we

one is

of the dynamic

of the proposed

to

can be

1986),

In each case (only

estimate

into a number

50%

these findings

To show

of contrast

stimuli

will be incorporated

the contrast-response

6%

we will incorporate

by high-contrast

cells with variable

function

in IT.

1.2, 2, 3.1) to estimate
4%

In the proposed

that may be masked

range

of

experiments

(1.1,

4: Contrast

sensitivity
recorded

pairs.
Ineffective

90%

Figure
IT

visual

fixation.

individual
are

shown

stimulus
4%

across

to

90%.

responses

to

are

then

function.
=

Early Response

_,

50ms-250ms

8.

/

/:_.

even

!

a

,/
/
j-

the

J

is

10%
Stimulus Contrast

1%

for
fact

there

this

still
to

an

in the late

sustained

epoch.

in this proposal
is on dynamic visual activity during extended
viewing,
how cells m IT cortex adapt to a continually
presented
stimulus.
The

robust

cells has been

response

of these

noted

in many

studies,

but to date little

attention

has been

paid to how cells continue to respond
over time. Naturally,
one encounters
a large variety of cell types
any cortical study, but because we were concerned
that individual
cells might have no role in activity
beyond the initial recognition
encomater, we tested cells during relatively
stimulation
to examine whether their activity would still be discriminable
stimulus

was presented.

selective

responses

in their onset

aligned
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In Figure

for periods
PSTHs

5, we show

of 2500ms-3000ms
(Figure

how two different
despite

selective

also exhibiting

from

ineffective

100%

10%
Stlmu usContrast

in

long periods of unambiguous
many seconds after an effective
cells clearly
obvious

retain

transient

their
characteristics

5, right).
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Continuation

is
on

different

As the focus of the experiments
it is important
that we understand
transient

the
that

dependence

response

stimulus

log

by a Weibuli

in the response
and

response

/

/

1%

late

level

against

is that

systematic

contrast,
/

normalized

interest

studies

for
from

contrast

fitted
Of

current
800ms- 1000ms

The
each

and

top

ranging

plotted

contrast

stimuli

the

contrasts

of
in

Format Page

Principal

Investigator/Program

Sheinber.q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

Figure

5: Single

neurons

oLi

100

presentation

I.......
,t
4;:: t::_

co

on

10000

500O
Time

15000

o

the

(ms)

last

recognition

ineffective

were
the

top

the

right

10000

Time

Finding

selective

o

show
show

(ms)

sustained

clearly
as

long
the

shown

the

on

the

monkey

a

effective
the

right

Bars

down,

for

during

alternation.

button

evident
evident

in which

when

and left

throughout

iooo

in

stimulus

response

times
stimuli

presented

(rasters

a

a subsequent

is also

2-3

ineffective
task

reveal

paradigm

beneath
5O00

and

IT

interleaved

and

sustained

the fixation

different

a fixation

PSTHs

The

periods
and

two
to

effective

transient

during

c

from

During

right)

response.

looo

trials

of

stimuli.

aligned

0

L

responding

visual

co

David,

was

across
holding

and the traces

recorded

eye

position

the trial.

responses

The experiments
in this proposal are based on the premise that feature sensitive
cells in IT can be isolated
and then used to test how the visual system processes
objects possessing
these features.
In current
recognition
experiments
increase the likelihood
identify

hundreds

in the laboratory
(Peissig and Sheinberg,
2002), we are attempting
of encountering
cells that respond to high level features by training

of complex

visual

stimuli

(64 of which

are shown

in Figure

6:

three

Subset

monkeys

properties

of

because
they
and must be

are regularly
encountered
classified
to obtain
reward.

the

proposed

be

the

learned

such

stimuli,

by

potential

the

made

monkeys

experiments,

128
the

are

by
The

to

used
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lab.

stimuli

increase

from the test set and proceed

learned

in the

these

easily

stimuli

stimuli

relevant

incorporate

the effective

of

currently

behaviorally

In

physiological
testing (below), we present
particular
images for subsequent
study.

to

6).
Figure

During
subselect

to further
the monkeys

we

wilt

which

can

monkeys,

stimulus

to
space

in testing.

subsets of these images during a fixation task, and then
In the proposed
experiments,
we would identify one of
with the specific

Page
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testing

paradigm

for that experiment.
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Director (Last, first,
Eye movements
Although
colleagues
217),

during

object pursuit

there have been informal reports about IT activity during object tracking, e.g. Gross and
(1979): '!Many lIT neurons] responded as the animal tracked a slowly moving stimulus"
(p.

there have

fixation.

Sheinberfl,,,,,David,, L

middle):

been no studies

In Experiment

of whether

cells respond

differently

3.1 we will address this question,

during tracking

but to ensure

than they do during

that our stimulus

and tracking

methods are appropriate for anal_ing
_s kind of data, we compared
a monkey's
eye movements
during
passive viewing of a static stimulus with active tracking during pursuit (Figure 7), From this test, it is
clear that the mo_ey
does track the slowly moving object, and two, that during this tracking,
of saccadic
eye movements
differs little from the number during viewing of a static image.

Figure

7:

Eye

movements

during

and

the number

viewing

during
saccadic

both,

eye
the

Research

Design

the

During

target

_0,75);

a

moVement

second,
tPack

of

in

during

th_

static

and Methods

Introduction
The aim of this project

is to better

understand

how the brain

constructs

and maintains

representations
of objects in the natural world.
To approach
this problem,
behavioral
tasks with physiological
studies of cells in IT cortex.
We have
properties

of IT cells as a first step in this research program because,
as described
above, many previous
have shown that the activity of ceils in this area carries significant
information

about

)fcomplex

objects

persistent

we will combine extended
chosen to study the dynamic

in a scene

extrastriate

areas

will be refreshed
which activation

visual

and current

forms.

demands

that are responsive

Little

change

is known,

though,

over time. It is worth

to those properties,

to relate

the goals

of these

experiments

how activity

noting

predictions

to previous

studies

in IT evolves

that our working

and 3) that this activity

as needed.
From this perspective,
we can make
of feature selective
neurons should occur.

It is important

about

hypothesis

will naturally

about

decay

conditions

of the role

as

but

under

of IT in mnemonic

function (Fuster and Jervey, 1982; Miyashita
and Chang, 1988; Colombo
and Gross, 1994; Vogels and
Orban, 1994; Erickson and Desimone,
1999).
In visual short term memory tasks, the subject is required
hold an object

or image

"in mind"

in order to make

a comparison

or judgment

at some

is evidence

(Miyashita,
activity

that the process

t988;

of IT cells.
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Miyashita

of remembering

and Chang,

The current

effort

t988;
differs

(Fuster
Miyashita

from

these

Page

and Jervey,
and Hayashi,
studies
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1981,
2000)

1982)

To perform
and indeed

or associating

is evident

as it is primarily

to

time in the future.

During the interim period, one can ask where this memory is stored or how it is maintained.
this task, the system must be capable of maintaining
a memory trace for extended
periods,
there

is

in the delay

designed

to investigate

Continuation

Format Page

Principal

how the visual

system

over

temporal

extended

Investigator/Program

maintains

Director

a representation

(Last,

Sheinber.q,

first, middle):

of visual

objects

David, L

that remain

in the external

environment

periods.

Strategy
Our basic

strategy

on the visual

will be to create

system.

stimulus

conditions

For each of the proposed

that vary, in time,

physiological

experiments,

isolating
single cells in the temporal
lobe of pretrained
monkeys
For each well isolated cell, we will first determine
if its activity

the particular

demands

we will follow

placed

the strategy

of

while they perform a simple fixation task.
is selective
for any stimuli in a set of

familiarized
images.
We will then select an "effective"
stimulus, and one or more less effective
stimuli
use in the detailed studies.
Both behavioral
and neuronal
analyses
will contrast matched
conditions
in
which objects are :expected
or not (Experiments
1.1 and 1.2), occluded
or visible (Experiment
or fixated (Experiment
3.1) and actively mavJpulated
or passively
viewed (Experiment
3.2).
condition,

we will compare

the effects

of these

manipulations

on both effective

2), tracked
For each

and ineffective

order to assess the stimulus specificity
of any observed
modulations.
For example,
enhance a cell's response
to any stimulus it responds to or only effective
stimuli?

to

stimuli,

does tracking

in

an object
5

Specific

Experiments

Aim 1. How do expectations
about when an event
neurons
selective
for what the event is?
In a complex

environment

composed

happen

can be just as valuable

system

to take advantage

adaptive
location
1999;

value.
(Moran

where

and events,

something

cues and regularities

et al., 2000;

Martinez-Trujillo

of temporal

orienting

basis

first attention

as knowing

of temporal

objects

modulate

and Treue,

of attention

to time may seem to be more

knowing

will happen.

2002),

(e.g., Coull

related

to motor

relatively

Because

visual

attention

and how this affects

the neural

response

found

during
fields

versus

always

include

2000),

it is also useful

peripherally

presented

stimuli.

conditions

stimuli.

Visual

the fovea

This has the further

cannot

examined

the effects

et al., 2000).

processing,

At

but a

to that event.
responsive

We will look for
to the onset

specific

of

and whether

they

tasks.

and Vogels,

presented

unexpected

attention

of IT neurons

1995; Op De Beeck
with centrally

expected

spatial

to spatial
and Newsome,

effects on the activity of visual
we ask how time intervals can be

are stimulus
effects

the receptive

performed

is of significant

Coull

sensory

will

of the nervous

actions

1998;

than

in IT cortex

and Tovee,

of visual

something

few have

and Nobre,

readiness

these
particulm
differ from

when

The ability

to plan and prepare

recent study demonstrated
that temporal
expectancy
can have significant
cells in extrastriate
area V4 (Ghose and Maunsell,
2002).
In this study,
used to direct

the responses

Although
previous
studies have investigated
the neural effects of attention
and Desimone,
1985; Luck et al., 1997; Reynolds
et al., 1999; Seidemann

Reynolds

and neural

of dynamic

will occur

be attributed

(Desimone

that temporal

advantage

to the inherent

cues "will be used to indicate

and Gross,
orienting

1979;
tasks

Rolls

can be

that effects

observed

during

(and natural)

desire

to foveate

the upcoming

trial's

temporal

interval.

To verify the use of these cues, we will employ both valid (80%) and invalid cues (20%), as originally
introduced
by Posner (1980).
If allocation
of attention
is contingent
upon the cues, we expect behavioral
benefits associated
with a valid cue and costs with an invalid cue. The first experiment
will examine the
effect

of temporal

Experiment

1.1:

orienting

on the initial response

Modulation

of initial

As a first step in understanding
cells to that target,
sensitivity
sensitivity
during
PHS

39812590

response

how knowing

we will assess

of a cell to a visual

the effects

object.

of IT ceils by temporal

when

a target

of the temporal

will appear
cuing

orienting
affects

by measuring

the response
shifts

of visual

in contrast

for single IT neurons.
This method, which has been successfully
used to show increased
of V4 neurons (Reynolds
et al., 2000) and MT neurons
(Martinez-Trujillo
and Treue, 2002)

spatial
(Rev.

attention
05/01)

tasks,

is well suited

for use in studies
Page

of IT cell response.
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Previous

studies
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and Baylis, 1986)
cells in IT exhibit

1973; Tolhurst

ineffective

stimuli

Monkeys
of 500ms,

to classify

in these functions

in time modulates

a set of 128 visual
These

to approximately

the contrast

of 2%-90%

shifts

IT neurons

for both effective

and

at all and second,

if

Methods

one of two buttons.
scaled

By comparing

that stimulus selective
neurons
(Maffei and

specific.

will learn

we will lower
range

et al., 1981).

we will first ask if orienting

is stimulus

Task and Behavioral
by pressing

David, L

and our own recordings
(see Preliminary
Studies) have shown
sigmoidal
contrast-response
functions
similar to other cortical

Fiorentini,
modulation

Sheinber,q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

3 degrees.

Once

a given

All objects

will appear

cue).

images

ofnatural

will be learned

so that during

contrast.

to be used as the temporal
stimulus,
and will

objects

the animals

training

(e.g. birds,

a white

On trials with very low contrast
If the monkey

target
square

hats,

frame,

fruit)

for a maximium

at the high contrast

objects

stimuli,

bugs,

presented

are proficient

session,

inside

objects

at 90% contrast,

objects,

will be presented
8 degrees

in the

on a side (later

the monkey may not detect the
750ms for a low contrast

stimulus,

be given

a second

return

stimulus.
ether

On {

short cues, the target

20% _the,target

will appear
1

1200ms
interval

image

will appear

later (invalid-long).
(valid-long)

400ms

later (valid-short)

Similarly,

and on the

on 80% of the long cues the

and on 20% of

at
The

;conditions

are illustrated

m Figure

8.

Figure
The

8: Temporal
monkey,s

orienting
task

is

choice
to

or

task.

press

right)

_\

\

the

for

the

one

of

as the

1200ms
are
variable
ging

Physiological
Recordings
and Procedure
After training, we will begin physiological
will select

two stimuli,

one effective

recording

(see detailed

and one less effective

(one being

methods).

from

2%-90%.

For each visual

a left stimulus,

cell, we

and one being

a

fight) from the set of 128 known stimuli for extensive
testing.
(Note that in selecting the ineffective
stimulus
we will choose a stimulus for which there is still some discernible
visual response,
so that
modulations

that are not stimulus

specific

may still be evident

for this stimulus).

From

the contrast-

response
data we will estimate the cell's dynamic range for the effective
stimulus.
Five contrasts
falling
within the cell's dynamic
range will be chosen to cover the space from the threshold
to the saturated
level
at equal intervals in log-contrast
space (Reynolds
et al., 2000),
levels) will then be randomly
interleaved
in the temporal
cuing
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)
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These t0 stimuli (2 images x 5 contrast
paradigm.
Blocks of t00 trials will
Continuation

Format

Page

Principal
Investigator/Program
Director
(Last,
first,middle):Sheinberq,

David, L

include each of the ten stimuli presented
four times each in the valid long and valid short conditions,
and
once each in the invalid conditions.
At least 10 blocks of trials will be collected
for each cell. Note that
by using

only two stimuli

to two.
stimuli,

During
sixteen

with the temporal
Analysis

orienting

and Expected

Behavioral
analyses

during

testing,

the expected

stimuli

Outcome

analyses

of variance

will compare

the invalid

of log-transformed

for each of the contrast

significant

and valid

response

effect

of contrast

levels,

and short

times.

invalid

although

on percent

be used in the RT analysis.
The
cell analysis
as these

behavior,

identical,

tested

by comparing

following

stimulus

occurred.

onset

To quantify

distinguishes

The expected
Expected

of the effect

outcome

the effective

Exp

in terms

and ineffective
and physiology

showing
intervals

in time,
of contrast

stimulus

(for comparison

(_

Valid Short

9)

Invalid Short

Figure

0
Q) Appearsat 4oomS

even thou_

•

shows

invalid/valid

0

response
Using

image
preceding

paired

t-tests

(as no stimulus

PHS 398t2590 (Rev. 05/01)

appeared

is may modulation

presentation.

In other

in Figure

curve).

9.

Expected

outcome

showing

sensitivity
the

of

significant

in IT neurons

expected

cuing
was

On

of response
words,

or at the time the monkey
for consecutive

will compare spike counts between the valid-long
confmn that modulation
between the valid-short
dependent
modulation.

ROC

as a

costfbenefit

indicating

behaviorally
the

sensitive

right,

of

that

the

the
to

the

hypothetical

contrast-response
function for a cell is
shown for the valid and invalid conditions,
revealing a gain in contrast sensitivity.

from the data of this experiment

of neuronal

of

indices at each
how well the

Contrast

at the time of the expected
it did not?

cue.

0

•

Invalid

in response

0 ¸
monkey

©

in

will

with studies

1.1

increases

trials

and 350ms

computed

9:

Experiment

t_

enhancement

-350ms

depicted

and

of cue validity

differences

(area under

will

counts between
(cue validity x
effect

between

significant

a

trials

short

in these

a significant

Panel

Also of interest

for the valid
differences

are graphically

0

condition

and we expect

of the low contrast

of response

in 50ms
when,

E
_=

Valid

trials,

that fewer

ExpectedPhysiologicalResults:Exp1.I

1.1

using

we expect

we will fit neurometric
functions
to calculated
discrimination
and Hill, 2001a, b), where the discrimination
index indicates

from the behavior
Results:

Cells

fnfing rates

the magnitude

between

Psychophysical

average

t-test to determine

correct

so any observed

of cue validity.

by paired

spatial selective
attention),
contrast level (Wichmann
neuron

effect

cue is effective,

by temporal
expectation.
Spike
in a two-factor
ANOVA

5(
a significant

n-leaning

from a comparison

trials are physically

conditions

condition
(unexpected)
and possibly increases
in
but then predicted).
We expect these differences

we will only analyze

correct

will come

and long cuing

If the temporal

response

will be further

on any trial will be reduced

cue.

significantly
elevated reaction times for the invalid-short
RTs for the invalid-long
condition
(initially unexpected,
to occur

that will appear

psychophysical
testing, we will compare sessions containing
only two stimuli, eight
stimuli, and all 128 stimuli to see how the uncertainty
of the stimuli to appear may interact

50ms

and invalid-long
and invalid-short

in this interval),

which

would

Page__ 26

during

was there
expected

windows

the invalid-long

any general

the stimulus

between

300ms

to appear,
and 500ms

we

conditions.
Any difference
would
condition
was not entirely stimulus
strongly

implicate

non-specific
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Experiment
1.2: Modulation
of sustained
In Experiment
1.1, we examined
the effect
response.

In this experiment,

we consider

response

of a cell to that stimulus.

expected

to occur,

recognition
model

so possible

effects

of"just-in-time"

visual

preparation
for change
specific to the effective
Task and Behavioral

on sustained

activity

(Triesch

at the expected

change

of a stimulus

1.1, the stimulus

et al., 2003),
interval.

to that used in Experiment

four changed

percepts,

temporal

versions

see Preliminary

cue will flash (cyan

the monkey

not have

task.

and neuronal

will modulate

will be present

that would

monitoring

been

We expect

the sustained

when

the change

detectable

there will be evidence

is

during a

that, consistent

It is not clear is whether

1.1, except

with a

for the monkey's

this modulation

of the stimulus.

that for each of the

The initial

will appear at the same time as the white frame, and the monkey
to this object by pressing
the correct button and holding it down
ambiguous

L

will be

Methods

The task will be similar
set, we will create

Experiment

during a sustained

processing

detection
object.

David,

IT response
by temporal
expectancy
of expected stimulus appearance on behavioral

how expected

Unlike

task may be observed

Sheinber.q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

Studies).

indicating

will wait for the stimulus

change,

interval,

(one

in the test

of the 128 stimuli)

will be required to respond
appropriately
(as in our previous
studies of reporting

At this moment

the short

state object

128 stimuli

a new timer

magenta

the 1

will start,

and 400ms

later, the

interval).

Following

the cue,

and will be rewarded

the button

within

400ms

of the change.

_s

(Press}

Figure

10:

change
1SOres

stimulus
detect
enlarged

in

button.

The

box

on

change

even

of two

before

the

left)
will

the

the

and

then

(sample
by

shown

releasing

indicate

80%

to

change?

Is

the

when

to

as

in

validity,

happens

for ineffective

m

identify

buttons,

cue

What

attention

will

changes

with

1.1.
just

observed

one

temporal

of

monkey

stimulus

the

the

activity

sustained
modulation

stimuli?

and

Behavioral
measure

that

Experiment

500ms(Release)

orienting
The

by pressing
when

expect

Analysis

Temporal

of a stimulus.

in Experiment

reaction

stimulus.

time to detect

We expect

significant

the change

(button

costs of invalid

!. 1, except

release)_

cuing

opposed

in the short

that wil! use as the dependent
to the time to recognize

delay" condition.

If the _sk

the
proves

too

difficult,
will increase
the difference
between
the original and changed images.
The neuronal
data wilt be used to test the hypothesis
that expectation
in time can modulate
the ongoing
activity of stimulus selective
neurons.
We will test this hypothesis
by analyzing
the neural activity leading

the first interval).
between

For the effective

stimulus

the cue and the short interval

short/expect

long)

as factors.

using

A main effect

trials,

we will first analyze

a two-way

ANOVA

of cue type would

spike

counts

with contrast
support

in the 400ms

epoch

and cue type (expect

the hypothesis

that the monkey's

expectation
of a change will lead to modulation
of ongoing activity related to that change.
We will
examine the time course of activity in cells showing a significant
effect of temporal
expectation
by
subdividing

the 400ms

period

we will quantify
the magnitude
calculating
ROC discrimination
sensitivity

in contrast

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

into eight 50ms bins and performing

paired

t-tests

of the modulation
by fitting the contrast-response
indices as in Experiment
1.1 from which wecan

in each interval.

Finally,

functions
and
estimate the shift in

units.
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Problems

The neuronal
data in both Experiments
1.1 and 1.2 clearly depend critically demonstrating
a behavioral
effect of the temporal
orienting
cue. In both cases we are prepared to alter the temporal
aspects of the
experiment

(cue duration,

interval

duration,

etc.).

At present,

we have

selected

times

that have been

shown to be effective
at controlling
temporal
orienting
in previous studies with humans (Coull and Nobre,
1998; Miniussi
et al., 1999; Coull et al., 2000), but it should be noted that these tasks were detection
tasks
and not choice reaction time tasks.
In the physiological
recordings
from Experiment
1.2 it is possible that the sustained
response
of neurons
will be greatly attenuated
by the time the short interval period begins (recall that the stimulus will be
present

throughout

sustained

firing

the cue period).
rates

observe

effects

Because

the monkeys

know

whether

1000ms

of temporal

While

our preliminary

after stimulus
expectation,

will using

this actually

significant

provides

as the cells will not be responding

the image

1

in order

fneurons

role
Aim

data do indicate

onset, we think
to solve

selective

the change

near their

detection

for the object

decrements

a greater

during

maximal

task,

initial

in

opportunity

to

rates.

it is important

recognition

to

plays

a

that object.
2. Do IT

or phenomenal

permanence
1967; Baillargeon

and DeVos,

1991;

Spelke

et al., 1995),

presence

and other non-human

animals

1987). Although
occlusion
is a powerful
cue for permanence,
exactly what remains
clear. Some theories
suggest that only pointers or indexes to preconceptual
objects
that object

specific

physiological
containing

properties

study,
highly

neurons

however,

selective

increased
its activity
(Baker et al., 2001).
suggestive

results

found

visual

Scholl

of the Baker

et al. study,

1999; Scholl

of neurons

not only bridged

lobe play in initial

Furthermore,
in 1

and Pylyshyn,

that a subpopulation

neurons,

when the experimenter,
This raises importance

in the temporal

controlled.

are not (e.g.

an effective
visual
questions
regarding
recognition
neither

eye position

et al., 2001).

of extended

and Dumas,

A recent

STS, a region
occlusion,

but actually

stimulus, became
occluded
by a partition
the relative role that stimulus selective

and maintained

because
only a subpopulation
, the details and

(Dore

permanent
is not
are maintained,
and

in the anterior

a period

of an object

object

nor stimulus

of temporal
1.2, where

representation.
conditions

cortical

neurons

we explored

Despite

the

were tightly
were

examined

(body

the effect of expectation,
'temporal
expectation

to

experiments.
Experiment
2: Neuronal
response
during dynamic
In this expe_ent,
we will ask two basic questions:
cell altered
how

attentive

displays

when

an object

the monkey

consisting

for the level

disappears

is to an object's

of a stationary

of difficulty

behind

to expect

target

an occluder?

visual
object,

on a given

occlusion
First, how is the response
Second,

features?
a moving

do changes

To address
occluder,

these

of a stimulus
in response

questions,

and a frame

selective
depend

on

we will use

that will be used

as a cue

trial.

Methods
The stimuli in this experiment
will be the same objects used in Experiment
1.2.
the same change detection task with variable contrast
images, with the following
trials,

a part of the image

will change

as before

(difficult);

on the other

The monkeys
exceptions.

half of the trials,

will perform
On half the

the object

will

change to a new object (easy). In both cases, the monkey will release the button as soon as he detects the
change.
Before each trial begins the surround
frame wilt briefly chmage colors, which will cue the monkey
as to the expected
occluder

change

will appear

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05t01)

along

for that trial.

The cue will be valid

one of the four inner

sides

80% of the time.

of the square
Page
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frame

On every

(top, bottom,

trial,

a potential

left, right).
Continuation

On half
Format

Page

Principal

of the trials

the occluder

for approximately
object).

The stimulus

On occlusion

trials,

(90%)

changes

object

10% catch

will slide from one side of the frame

500ms

trials

(the disappearance

conditions

are shown

in Figure

will occur

the object emerges

of the occluder

11 for an easy/occlude

between

after the occluder

300ms

and 800ms

has completely

changed

David, L

to the other, obscuring

time is a function

the bar will start moving

where

Sheinber,q,

Investigator/Program Director (Last, first, middle):

speed,

on its path

and size of the

trial.

after the object

passed

so that the period

the object

width,

the object,

of occlusion

is identified.

is relevant
Figure

to the task.

i1:

Occluder

used

in

The

monkey
and
he

result

Behavioral

from 2 (images)

x 5 (contrasts)

a main

effect

of validity,

or, more

trials are likely

to be slowed

occlusion

will be analyzed

could

x 2 (occlusion)

trials

be especially

and is not prepared

image.

will be selected

a stimulus

critical

or missed,

likely,

an interaction

whereas

easy trials

separately,

on the catch

to notice

by analysis of the monkeys'
proportion
correct performance
and
with cue validity and trial type (easy/hard)
as factors.
We expect

the small

because

trials

their

(emerge

part change

change

when

something

between
following

validity

and trial type (as hard

the invalid

interpretation

changed),

cue will not).

is slightly

because

of the emerging

is hidden,

the period
target
compare

response

occlusion
activity

for

x 8 (repetitions).

different.

the animal

object.

Cue validity

expects

However,

trials
during

rates

to the effective

by ANOVA,
occlusion

of occlusion
remained

stimulus

with occlusion

and expected

this difference

cannot

be easily

during

which

for trials

visible

for matched

over the same
epochs

an easy change

because

most

and cue type as factors.

difficulty

on the trial,

which

the occlusion

actually

The first analysis

the occlusion

We expect
would

occurs, the
is no way to

avoided.

period.

between

will

and no

an interaction

imply

object

The

occlusion
trials will have the change late in the trial, it is possible that by the time the change
effect of the cue is reduced, compared
to the effect during no-occlusion
trials. Because there
detect

object

Data Analysis

Behavioral
effect of the cue will be tested
reaction times using a two-way
ANOVA,
either

x 2 (cue types)

an

be

will
release
notices
the

transformed

320 trials

2.

will
for

change
when

stimuli

task

Experiment

monitoring

• Two

Most

but we will include

between

that if the monkey

knows

that the target's identity is important,
the cell is more likely to remain active even when it is physically
occluded.
This would support an on demand mode of visual processing,
where only objects and their
properties

useful

at the current

that task difficulty
experiment
black

modulates

were presented

and white

shapes.

between
It would

experimental
conditions.
A more quantitative
analysis
employed

in Experiment

and ineffective

stimuli

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

instant

are represented

the response

1.1.
at each

3 and

10 degrees

therefore

be useful

of the cell's
Briefly,
contrast

in any detail.

of IT ceils (Spitzer

in the periphery,
to replicate

sensitivity

we will compute
level by ROC

Only

one previous

and Richmond,

1991),

and consisted

their results

will use the same

under

study
of four

these

contrast-response

Page

different

methods
the effective

and use this to fit neurometric
29

in that

16xl 6 pixel

quite

how well the cell can discriminate
analysis,

has reported

and stimuli

functions

Continuation

to

Format Page

Principal

the four conditions
estimate

(occlusion

how sensitivity

Potential

Pitfalls

One problem

Investigator/Program

x cue type).

is affected

Sheinber,q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

By measuring

by occlusion

the shift in these

and by expected

David, L

fitted

functions,

we can

level of difficulty.

and Problems
with the interpretation

of the results

as stated

is that even following

a stimulus'

disappearance,
a cell may not immediately
cease firing. It is known that under conditions
stimulus arrives, such as backward
masking (Rolls and Tovee, 1994; Kovacs et al., 1995)
suppression
(Sheinberg
But to directly address
conditions,

and Logothetis,
1997), IT cells return to spontaneous
this concern, we will run a "blink" control on a small

the stimulus

reemerge
stimulus

will disappear

as soon as the leading

control should lead to a period analogous
to the delay period
the monkey will still need to remember
the stimulus in order
Fuster

and Jervey,

control,

1982;

we will texture

Follow-up

Eskandar

et al., 1992;

Miller

the,

touches

The time period
occlusion
trials.

it, and will

during which the entire
In our task, this "blink"

in delayed match to sample
to detect the change (Gross

et al., 1993; Yakovlev

passes

where a new
or flash

rates within around lOOms.
subset of trials. Under these

edge of the occluder

at some point after the occluder has completely
passed.
would have been occluded
will be compared
with "true"

over the center

actual

(DMS) tasks,
et al., 1979;

et al., 1998).

As a second

of gaze it will introduce

a "new",

Studies

The preceding

experiment

focused

on how an occluded

object

important
issue not addressed
is how the visual system responds
from behind an occluder.
If we find that occlusion
of an object

continues

to be represented.

An

to the reappearance
of a hidden object
reduces the cell's sensitivity
to that

object's
different

form, then we will ask whether the reappearance
of an occluded
stimulus leads to activity
from that evoked by unexpected
emergence
of the stimulus.
One explanation
for difference

between

the initial

stimulus

before

regardless

and subsequent

it disappeared,

of expectation.

reappearance

so a reduced

To address

Aim 3.
In the

Does 4

how the visual

of a stimulus

response

upon

this question,

object does not appear when it should.
Under
not see the object reappear,
he will reevaluate
to baseline.

is that the cell may have habituated

reemergence

we will include

that as objects

form

of an object

are tracked

its features?
responses

a "Missing"

that moves

is represented.

Our interest

over

extended

periods,

to the

by the prior

condition,

activity,

in which

the

the monkey
will quickly

to a stimulus enhance
neuronal
response
to its form?
all of the visual targets were stationary.
In this experiment

must be continually
refreshed
selection,
but is this selection
enhance

is predicted

these circumstances,
we expect that when
the (empty) scene and the neural response

compelling
sense of objecthood
attributed
to spatiotemporally
many circumstances,
seems insensitive
to the entity's features

about

as

does
fall

we consider

in this question

stems

from the

continuous
moving entities that, under
(Kolers,
1972). One interpretation
of this is

representations

of their features

may decay

quickly

and

if needed.
Visually tracking
an object is an overt form of continuous
different from selection
of an object for purposes
of making a judgment

In other words,
of cells selective

does the "spotlight"
to features

that selects

of that object?

the object

for tracking

In the following

automatically

experiment

we ask the

question:
Is the sensitivity
of neurons
selective
for object form systematically
altered during tracking
that object, and does this depend on whether just the object or the object and its properties
are being
tracked?
to fixation
directed

We hypothesize
of static
action

alone
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that cell response

or randomly
significantly

moving
alters

during

targets
neuronal

pursuit

of moving

targets

(independent

of task),

response

to an object's

Page
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will be enhanced

suggesting

of

compared

that in the real world,

features.
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Effect

Investigator/Program

of object
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David, L

pursuit

Methods
As in the previous
experiments,
monkeys will be trained to identify visual images
two buttons.
Two different modes of this task will be used: track alone and monitor
experiment
training

will be run in block
and physiological

mode,

testing,

with the color of small

the order

of the blocks

fixation

by pressing
for change.

spot indicating

will be randomized.

one of
This

to the mode.

In the track

During

alone mode,

the

monkey will be required
to keep his center of gaze within a small virtual window
surrounding
the target.
In the monitor for change mode, the monkey must press a button to identify the stimulus once it appears,
and release

it when

constraints

he notices

as in the track

a change.

alone

condition.

for 400ms

and the will then either

in a small

region

alone
12.

mode)

at the center

or change

In the monitoring

he will have

On each trial, a stimulus

remain

in place,

of the display.

to a new object

mode,

After

(monitor

begin

to move

will appear
in a linear

1000ms-3000ms,

for change).

the same eye movement
at the center

trajectory,

the image

The three

will either

conditions

of the screen

or jitter randomly
disappear

are illustrated

(track

in Figure

m
(Static)
the

or begin

Pursue

deg/s
and

in
the

to move

condition,
one

of

monkey

(Pursue
objects

will

the

four

will

be required

place

or Jitter).
move

cardinal

in
at

5

directions,
to follow

the

target.

As indi

incorporated
moving stimuli in our
traci_ the complex
forms to be used

spots
and Wurtz,

1988; Newsome

can be tracked
compares
Similar

usin

measure

this experiment,

for any effects

the factors

suppression

should

the fixation

not prevent

in the presence

Physiological
Recordings
Because these experiments
STP), which contains
Perrett,
1996; Tanaka
the lateral

involve

in the temporal

moving

lobe.

training

(static,

on the targets
that despite

showing

stimuli,

highly

recordings

We will record

from

of a cell to provide
pursue)

reports

et al., 1983),

the contrast
not found

to visual

target three
bank

to objects

of significant

we have

responses

will specifically

In

and task

in both conditions,

cells in the upper

To
and

will be exposed

previous
robust

objects

manipulation.

jittered,

the monkeys

spot (Richmond

from

characteristics

of our experimental

condition

Note

of a fixation

these

that

stimuli.

populations

of the STS (STSa,

neurons known to be responsive
to object motion (Bruce et al., 1986; Oram and
et al., 2002), the lower bmnk of the STS (area TEa, Baylis et al., 1987), and area TE,

convexity

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

behavioral

tracking.

IT neurons

response

as a fimction

spot will remain

effective

of such a spot prevents

neurons

during

traces,

saccades
and smooth pursuit movements.
the saccades,
calculate
their amplitudes,

will be motion

Therefore,

Because

of response

the presence

on cell response

for comparison

fixate).

contrasts.

of the stimulus

along

movement

zombination
of small amplitude
we will detect and extract

for change,

of variable

of visual

However,

these across the three conditions.
to the previous
experiments,
we will use the contrast

a sensitive
(monitor

et

in these

of the inferior

temporal

gyTUS.

Page
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Principal
investigator/Program
Director (Last, first,
During
visual

physiological

neurons.

testing,

Stimuli

the 128 stimuli

responding

Sheinber,q,

middle):

will be presented

significantly

briefly

David, L

in a fixation

to at least one of the stimuli

task as we search

will be selected

for

for further

study. As before, an effective
and ineffective
stimulus from the set will be used during subsequent
testing.
For each cell, either the monitor for change or track alone mode will be randomly
selected and run first.
For both modes,

blocks

of 240 trials will be run (in the monitor

for change

condition,

24 "catch"

trials

will

be included where the stimulus changes early in the trial, but these will not be used in the analysis).
The
blocks will include each of the two stimuli x the five contrasts
x three movement
conditions,
repeated
eight times

each.

Expected
Results
One second epochs

between

1500ms

in the primary

will be used

rates for the entire
comparisons
the jitter

epoch

(100ms
analysis.

will be analyzed

will assess

and pursue

500ms

individual

Conditionsi

onset

in the movement

test for the effect

for the effective

contrasts,
If active

after stimulus
To initially

stimulus

conditions)

of movement

using two-way

as we are most interested

pursuit of an object entails

ANOVA.

in si_ficant
antomatic

and

and task mode,
Post-hoc

differences

reactivation

between

of that object's

features, then we should find siguificant
enhancement
in the pursue versus jitter conditions.
Furthermore,
we expect differences
between the monitoring
modes, although these may only be evident
in the more
sensitive contrasf2response
comp_isons:
We will also divide our population
ofneurons
into those that
show si_ificant
differences
between
are sensitive
onl_ to stimulus motion
Figure

the effective
and ineffective
_timuli (shape selective)
and those that
Oitter vs static)i
Expected
results from Me pursuit task are shown in

13.
Expected

Physiological

Results: Exp 3+1
Figure

- 0
1,0

+ ©

Pursue
Jitter

Monitor

0

Track

and

Shape
Motion

• static
g

+

g ®

.+

$

Sensitive
Sensitive

pursuit

©

pursuit

increase

the

form

®

©

•

z

-A0
Contrast

Hypothetical

results

experiment

active

©
®

0,5

Potential

13:

from

the

Track

Alone

Contrast

0.0

Change

in Contrast

and

task

sensitivity

(left

two
histogram

sensitivity

for
alone

that

both

requirements

of IT

neurons

graphs).

Population
motion

A0
Threshold

showing

comparing

neurons
and

those

to

Right:
shift

in

selective

for

selective

for

shape.

Pitfalls

Clearly eye movements
will differ in these conditions
(as they are one of the factors we are trying to
manipulate),
but it will be important
to c_efully
analyze the nature of_e
eye movements,
especially
in
the pursuit
activity

conditions,

differences,

differentially

We will extract
Previous

modulate

experiment

each saccade

this may play a role.
interpretation

studies

activity

that active

(using

from every

the PI's data)

of IT neurons(Leopold

will bring

Note

saccades

the eye back

that an +,explanation',

viewing

of an object

trial; and look at eye movement
have

shown

and Logothetis,

onto an effective
based

enh_ces

that miCrosaccades
1998),

stimulus

on eye movements
response

The finding
significant
active

and Follow-up
that pursuit

implications

following

(for the effective

for models

and selectively,

of how primates

provides

an extended

object, which could, via Hebbian mechanisms,
recognition
have h?q_othesized
that activation
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

condition),

to that object,

so

the

but it will provide

a simple

versus periods of fixation
done before for visual

Studies

significantly,

of an object

do not seem to

but in the cu_ent

will not invalidate

explanation
for why this is so. We will also try to tease out periods of pursuit
between saccades
and compare activity during the two. which has never been
neurons in IT.
Interpretation

triggered

enhances

activity

learn to see the world,
opportunity

of IT neurons
because

for co-activation

would

it would

have

indicate

of cells responding

that
to that

induce heightened
learning.
Models for invariant
over extended
viewing periods may be critical for linking
Page
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views of objects
Effects of visual
future

(Wallis
pursuit

investigations

In follow-up
its features

David, L

and Rolls, 1997), and these results would lend strong support
on the visual response to an object's form would also provide

of interactions

experiments

(e.g.

Sheinber.q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

between

dorsal

will ask how varying

does increasing

the demand

and ventral

stream

the predictability

on tracking

processing.

of an object's

the object

to such theories.
a framework
for

path affects

affect the response

responses

to

of cells to features

of that object).
We will also use data obtained from Aim 2, regarding
occlusion,
and compare the effect
an occluder moving over a static object (Experiment
2) with the same object moving behind an occluder.

Experiment

3.2:

The intention

Effect

of active

to act is known

control

to play an important

role in modulating

(Ivlazzoni et al., 1996; Murata et al., 1996; Snyder
to how intention
to act on an object affects

et al., 1997,

the activity

1998).

Little

of parietal

neurons

consideration
has been paid
In this experiment
cortex. We will

addres:

we

of

, In a

carl

Methods
Monkeys

will learn

to classify

the same objects

experiment,

pressing

the button

In the active

version

of the task, the monkey

in response

used in the previous

to an object

will make

will be required

experiments.

the object

to fixate

appear

However,

in this

to "jump"

vertically.

a blue spot located

on the object

and

to press the assigned button for that object at the moment a second object approaches.
set such that the monkey has a 350ms window around which a press will successfully

The timing will be
avoid the obstacle

(determined

in the air).

by the speed

of the moving

obstacle

and the time the moved

object

stays

When

the object successfully
lands, the monkey will obtain his juice reward.
In the fixation version of the task,
the same displays will be shown, except that the fixation spot will be yellow.
In this task, a break of
fixation

or a button

be alternated
perform
shown

press

will immediately

abort the trial.

and analysis

will be limited

to the last 64 trials

in a block.

used in physiology

experiments.

both tasks
in Figure

at >90%

before

being

Blocks

of 72 action

and 72 fixation

Monkeys

trials

will be required

An example

will
to

of the task is

14.

Reward

Figure

14: Action

until

the

obstacle

scene

is shown

task.
appears

The

monkey
and

but the monkey

then

has

learned

approaches

is rewarded

least one of which

siL_mificantly

affects

before

for fixating

Analysis
and Expected
Outcome
D_g
recording
sessions,
the monkeys
banks of the STS or area TE are isolated.
PHS 39812590 (Rev. 05101)

that

the right

button

pressing
the spot

the
and

makes
button.

the trial

the basket
In the
aborts

move,

fixation

if he presses

but he must
version,

the

wait
same

the button.

will perform the fixation task until visual neurons
in either the
In this experiment,
we will select eight stimuli from the set, at

the cell's

response
Page

(as judged
33

by online

rasters).

Once

a set of
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eight stimuli

has been

selected,

the active

and passive

objects will appear nine times.
To test for a general effect of task condition,
first align

trials

to stimulus

onset

Using

a two-way

eight test stimuli.
effect

of task condition,

performed
aligning

and verify

by selecting

matched,

to the moment

trial blocks

independent

and compute

the initial

ANOVA

selectivity

trials

response

timing

In each, the eight

of the action,

of the cell (50ms-250ms)

and task as factors,

for particular

in both the action

that the target on that trial began

David, L

will be alternated.

of the precise

with stimulus

the cell's
correct

Sheinber,q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

stimuli.

to move

(either

to each of the

we will look for a main
The main

and fixation

we will

version

by button

analysis

will be

of the task and
or automatically).

The

800ms period before the alignment
event (during which the animal was fixating the target), will be divided
into eight 100ms b_,
and we will compare spike counts in each bin as a function
of condition
(action,
fixation')
activity

and stimulus

with a two-way

in the action

condition

cell in each bin across

ANOVA.

Am action

and F is the activity

all stimuli.

modulation

in the fixation

We will then correlate

index

condition,

initial

response

(A-F)/(A+F),

where

will be computed

A is

for each

of the cell to the eight
preceding

stimuli
the

greatest action
intermediate
et al., 2000;
Interpretation
Significant
differences
in the population
response
between trials in which the visual
same, but the intention
to act on the stimulus differed, would be the first demonstration
act has a direct

influence

over cells thought

to be involved

in form recognition.

stimulus is the
that preparation

One explanation

to

for any

difference
could be attributed
to greater difficulty
of the action task, although we the behavioral
results
can confirm that at least as far as percent correct performance
goes, the monkey will be close to ceiling
performance

during

testing.

If modulation

we will rule out effects

due to task alone.

we will rule out effects

due to execution

Follow-up

is only observed
If modulation
of action

for short

is observed

epochs

leading

up to the movement,

in both the active

tasks

Studies
we'

the moving obstacle
;the effective

object

of the previous
objects

Detailed

and passive

(but not intention).

were

occluded

and actively

tracked,

is the same
and ineffective

experiments,
in order to address

Methods

All experiments
will be carried in the PI's primate recording
lab located in the Brown University
Animal
Care Facility.
Two complete
rigs have been constructed,
consisting
of separate electrically
shielded and
sound

isolated

functional

testing

rooms

and are currently

and physically
being

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL:
using

programs

written

operation

system

(QSSL,

Ottawa,

responses
Ethernet
available

and eye position
and direct digital
for online

PHS 39812590 (Rev. 05/01)

control

experimenter

used to train and record

Experimental

controlled

separated
systems

by the PI.
Ontario)

and stored

These

from four monkeys

and data collection

This system

to provide

and communicates
I/O. All behavioral

setups.

control

are both fully

in the lab.

of behavioral

uses computers

deterministic

setups

running

measures
the QNX

and acquisition

will be
realtime

of manual

with the dedicated
graphics
machine using high-speed
data, such as button responses
and eye position signals,

to disk for offline

are

analysis.

Page
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STIMULUS GENERATION:
OpenGL,
displays

running

on dedicated

are designed

stimulation

Visual

stimuli

will be presenting

dual processor

and controlled

program.

Director (Last, first, middle):

Images

workstations

by a scripting

and 3D objects

and to verify
using

a Minolta

calculated

are running

LS 100 photometer

using

the standard

which

luminance)].
SURGERY AND IMPLANTS:

Custom

use of dental

implants,

acrylic.

coil connector),
Recording

These

are made

chambers

that sits above

a craniotomy

which an 18 gauge
upper portions of
chamber
-----

--------

2000/XP.
within

based

on

Individual

the graphics

and updated

on each frame

of

a pulse on every swap of the framebuffer.
and is used to timestamp
stimulus onset

update

rate.

is also used to linearize
formula

made,

[(max

single

which

IT recordings

as possible,

of the same size.

the video

titanium

only a single

consist

Stimulus

lurninance-min

piece,

have

A socket

luminance

displays.

head

restraints

without

post (housing

minimal

the

the eye

maintenance.

base

sits on top of the base

is

luminance+min

are implanted

7ram percutenous

and require

is measured

Contrast

luminance)/(max

of a single three-legged

All surgeries

in accordance

will be performed

with NIH, AALAC,

in a dedicated

with an 8ram

and houses

opening

a ball through

and, Brown

surgical

University's

suite -- ---------

Institutional

---------

Animal

Care

and

guidelines.

ANIMALS AND BEHAVIORAL TRAINING: Male rhesus
used.

system

is inserted.
The ball can be repositioned
throughout
the experiments,
the
recording
chamber can be replaced by a small cap when recordings
through the

are complete.

Use Committee

Windows
running

in displays

which outputs
control system,

to be as biocompatible

for deep

software

(TCL)

at the appropriate

Michelson

an in-house

buffering
synchronized
to the vertical retrace of the display
OS, to ensure that stimulus timing is precise we employ a

the Windows
workstation
to the QNX experiment

that animations

David, L

running

language

can be intermixed

the monitor's
refresh using hardware
double
(100Hz).
As Windows
is not a deterministic
digital I/O card within
This signal is available

using

Sheinber.q,

The monkeys

will initially

be trained

monkeys,

to sit quietly

weighing

between

in their primate

chair

front of the chair for fruit or juice reward.
Following
the surgical placement
will be trained sit with their head fixed, and then to perform both the fixation

6kg and 1 lkg,

and push buttons
of the headpost,
task and 2AFC

will be
placed

in

the monkeys
visual

recognition
right hand.

task. For all choice tasks the monkeys
will press one of two buttons with either their left or
A divider is placed in their chair to separate their arms, so that they must use both hands in the

recognition

tasks.

EYE MOVEMENTS:
Robinson
signal

Eye movements

style eye coil systems

sampled

(CNC

by A/D at lkHz.

will be recorded
Engineering)

In addition,

for all experiments.

which

both setups

provides
also have

Each

setup

a high spatial
120Hz

is equipped

and temporal

infrared-based

pupil

with

resolution
trackers

(ISCAN) ready to use at any time the coil or its connector
simultaneous
camera and coil based recordings
have been

is not functioning
properly.
Extensive
made and the results of the two 2D signals

been

we have

compared

offline.

Using

the coil signal

as standard,

precise to approximately
0.4 degrees.
At the beginning
of every training or recording
calibration
for 600ms

is repeated

128 times

as the computer

vertical output signals in degrees of visual
movements
from the rest of the session.

Offline

perform

based

have

signal

is

an eye movement

angle.

automatically
These

computes

data are stored,

the gain of the horizontal
along

with all streamed

tasks requiring
fixation, the data acquisition
system has a software driver that monitors
eye signal in real time, and generates
software
interrupts
when the eyes enter or leave

selected regions
in diameter.
laboratory's

the monkeys

that our camera

task in order to calibrate the eye tracker.
During this task, the monkey first fkxates a small spot
and then looks to the spot as it is displaced
to one of 24 known positions
on the CRT display.

The process

During
incoming

session,

verified

of interest.

libraries

for saccade

analysis

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

For fixation
extraction

only conditions,
and spline

the central

interpolation

fixation

are presently

window

and

eye
the
software

will be 1.5 degrees

incorporated

into the

software.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDINGS:

microdrive

(David

Kopf

Single

Sheinber.q,

middle):

unit

David, L

17A.

Instruments)

the

chronically
implanted
guide
above the areas of interest.
For these experiments,
recording

chambers

and 20ram

lateral,

coordinate

system.

will be placed
according
The

can be repositioned
the tube. For deep
explored,
using

chronically

by
recordings,

and second,

a either BAK

17mm anterior

to the Horsely-Clark
i
of
provides

such a technique

the recording
A1 headstage

tube need

two benefits.

only be inserted

and remote

First,

once.

multiple

Neural

signals

sites can easily

be

will be conditioned

amplifier
or two of sixteen channels
in a Grass Model
filtered between 0.1 and 300 Hz (LFP) and the other

15LT

estimates
as the
images

are sorted

by average

rate for a given

epoch

"testing,

(generally

50ms-350ms

after stimulus

and the

onset).

TASKS:

Visual

Fixation

All monkeys

will be trained

and for use when
monkey
for
between.

searching

must acquire

in a fixation
for visual

ceils.

In the fixation

it and hold for 500ms.
Isolated
images are presented

The

eye position

or the trial aborts.

task used as a control

After

the stimuli

must remain
are flashed

condition

condition,

during

the small

physiological

spot appears

testing
and the

images are then flashed in the center of the screen
in succession,
with a 500ms blank period in

within

a two degree

the spot returns

virtual

bounding

circle

to one of four positions

containing

along

the cardinal

axes

in blocks

of 480 trials

32

The trials
to the oNect

Early

Easy

Early

Hard

Early

Hard

in the gray region
before

...... 05/01)
PHS 398/2590 (Rev:

the occluder

Invalid

No

32

Occlude

8

8

Valid

No Occlude

32

32

Invalid

No Occlude

will be Used for analysis
would

as follows:

complete

(2/3 of the _ats;

its pass,
Page
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Directions

The present experiments
are designed to initiate a research program studying
naturalistic
stimuli over temporally
relevant periods.
Recognition,
expectation,
in real world
expand

vision,

the tasks

system.

and our long term goal is to use the data obtained

and conditions

Obviously,

that we use for probing

in real world

settings,

fixation

for how long to look are made in real time.
part because

as active,

visual

beings,

the capacity of current analytical
methods.
Clearly no single brain area is singularly
experiments

will necessarily

particular,

for tasks

the properties

conditions

survey

involved

controlled

systems

of cells

ha visual

in oculomotor

experiments

and circuits

and choices

are difficult

the world

shifts of attention,

involved

from these

is not constrained,

face the issue of how multiple

involving

how
other

These

primates

the processing
of
and action are each critical

to bring

and make

where

under

control,

over these

areas

work together

either

in space,

in the visual

about

decisions

processing

to further

in large

at a rate that exceeds
epochs,

to solve

or time,

to look and

and future

complex

tasks.

it is important

In

to ask

and attentional
shifts exert their influence
over
_the area TE from area 7a in parietal
3aylis

et al., 1987; Janssen
the

et al.,

have

never

The experiments
in this
visual

I the
areas

(and many

in Aim 3,

extra-temporal

regions

recruit

as well).

The cortex

STS, and the gyral

portion

investigated
the properties
of cells from more than one of these areas).
housing independent
motors for each electrode,
we can reach multiple

cortex

using

existing

in more than one area, or in small
how two cells,

each

responsive

with eye movements,

during

retraining.

objects,

search

lS assembled
being

functionally
interact

without

we could

begin

change",
experiments
be completed
two another

(which

of the
is why

With a 5areas within

the

to explore

how the activities

of single

interact.

The first question

we will ask is

visits

training/recording

daily

these

objects

cells

overtly,

setups.

Four

animals

have

Two animals are
in Experiment
1.1 with little
years

these

penetration

each of these
banks

eye movements.

We

1 first.

vertical

as the monkey

with two functional

trained

months
in Aim

We will begin

local populations

to different

or covertly

Timetable
At

chambers.

on a single

from

and lower

many studies have
channel microdrive
inferotemporal

of area TE can all be reached

neurons

of the upper

animals

old that will be the principle

will be trained

subjects

to sit in the primate

in

chair

and

I

headpost/eyecoil
surgery.
We anticipate
running the "attention
to time" experiments
1.1 is an extension
of recognition
experiments
we are currently
running,
and

_

:with

it immediately.

Experiments

two new monkeys
to be completed
in years
monkeys

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05101)

3-4.

1.2, 2, and 3.1 all involve

for these

in year 2, and the first occlusion
In parallel

learn the action

with the training

tasks.

We expect

experiments

in the monitoring

task in Experiment

Page

"monitoring

for

the first of these

and the pursuit
for change

tasks,

tracking

task to

we will have

3.2.
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Sheinber,q,

Director (Last, first, middle):

David,

L

Animals

(1) Animals Used
Six male rhesus monkeys

between

the ages of 4 and 10 will be used in the five years

of the proposed

project.
They will participate
in combined
the neural basis of dynamic
object vision.

psychophysical
and physiological
experiments
Each animal will be trained to leave his home

jump into a primate
chair, and to ultimately
training, the monkeys
will have a titanium

respond to visual stimuli using buttons.
Following
initial
head holder and scleral search coil implanted.
After

approximately
two months,
install a recording
chamber

they will be trained
above the temporal

investigating
cage on a pole,

to work with their heads fixed, after which
lobe. At this stage, both behavioral
testing

time we will
and

physiological
recording
will occur in tandem, as single cells will be recorded
from the animal's
cortex as he performs
the visual motor task on which he was previously
trained.

temporal

(2) Justification
The objective

of this project

is to further
brain

our basic understanding
of human vision and general
animals are essential in this endeavor because
they allow
with visual

behavior

from single

units

is

an excellent

way to link the molecular

by
tasks

like the ones used

behavioral/clinical

levels,

The type of research
believe,

in this laboratory

like most

at a temporal

but may be the only way to understand

conducted
people,

in this laboratory

that invasive

in behaving

how the brain

can only be done

experimentation

and spatial

solves

is ethically

a

not afforded

primates

in experimental

on humans

scale

involved

in

and

particular

animals,

tasks.

because

unacceptable,

we

and that

animals are our best surrogates
for studies that require invasive methods in complex
living systems.
Macaque
monkeys
have been selected for these studies because
their visual system and visual
capabilities
anatomical

are known to be similar to that of humans.
Furthermore,
there is a large database
and physiological
research
available that can guide our physiological
experiments.

importance

is the fact that these animals,

perceptuomotor
and humans
human

tasks,

making

give nearly

visual

staff are available

seven

experience.

results

in --------

days a week,

during

in this laboratory.

The degree

techniques
trainer.

employed

experiments
an animal

are or can be effectively
result

Every
because

effort

of the risks involved,

will be made

only healthy

animals

until he consumes

session,

the animal

PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)

to keep
make

as much

the animal
good

will be rewarded

strategy

healthy

research

to cooperate
by the trainer,

Each

as desired

with fruit and then returned
Page

38__

work

--------

provided

justified.

and his staff.

of the research

is dependent

carried

on a number

out
of

that the training
between

for the animal

day, the animal

(up to 3 to 4 hr).
cage.

monkey
being

natural,

both for humane

to the home

extent

has extensive

of ---

of the animals'

and comfortable,

monkeys

and veterinary

-------

of relationship

is a respect

understanding

subjects.

or juice)

--------

to the success

of the right kind

and a basic

fluid (water

is central

is willing

training

Husbandry

difficult

between

cells are to a large

---------------

Because

correlations

out with the assistance

controlled

in the establishment

At the core of a safe and productive

with, an awareness
behavior.

chair

to which

are carried

-----

Of equal

to perform

experiments.

experiments,

of macaque

veterinarian,

of the monkeys

of which

responses

and the head

(4) Procedures
The cooperation

can be trained

in our behavioral

psychophysical

---------

procedures

many

subjects

macaques,

--------------

All surgical

factors,

rhesus

in many

and the physiological

(3) Veterinary
Care
The animalswill
be housed
primate

them excellent

identical

performance

especially

of

and

worked

normal
reasons

and

will remain

in the

At the end of every
Dry food

will be

Continuation

Format Page

Principal

available

as provided

Director (Last, first, middle):

necessary
to maintain
the health and well being of the monkey. Food consumption,
fluid intake will be monitored
regularly
and entered into a log book.
If any adverse

animal weight,
signs of fluid

and

restriction

listless

are seen (decrease

they are deemed

in body

free access

weight,

to water

staff.

Fluids

David, L
deemed

will be given

by the veterinary

Sheinber,q,

whenever

monkeys

at all times,

Investigator/Program

loss of fur, highly
and will receive

will be supplemented

concentrated

appropriate

urine,

daily

veterinary

behavior),

attention

the

until

healthy.

In our experiments,
head restraint is necessary,
because of the nature of the daily electrode insertion.
The monkey will be shaped, over the course of 2-3 weeks, to sit for increasingly
long periods with his
head

fixed.

Any overt

calm the animal
daily

distress,

with treats,

in the form of excessive

and failing

body

that, with the release

movements,
of the head

will result
holding

in attempts

device

to first

for the rest of the

session.

All invasive

procedures

anesthetized

using

combination

of opioid

will be conducted

inhalation

anesthetics

analgesics

under

(Isoflurane).

(Buprenophrine)

sterile

conditions,

Following

with the monkey

surgery,

intubated

pain will be managed

and
using

a

and aspirin.

(5) Euthanasia
The animals
the Panel

will be euthanitized

on Euthanasia

PHS 39812590 (Rev. 05/01)

with an overdose

of the American

Veterinary

ofpentobarbital
Medical

Page
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(120mg/kg).

This is consistent

with

Association.
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